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Morphology of protein–protein interfaces
Teresa A Larsen, Arthur J Olson and David S Goodsell*
Background: Most soluble proteins are active as low-number oligomers.
Statistical surveys of oligomeric proteins have defined the roles of
hydrophobicity and complementarity in the stability of protein interfaces, but
tend to average structural features over a diverse set of protein–protein
interfaces, blurring information on how individual interfaces are stabilized.
Results:  We report a visual survey of 136 homodimeric proteins from the
Brookhaven Protein Data Bank, with images that highlight the major structural
features of each protein–protein interaction surface. Nearly all of these proteins
have interfaces formed between two globular subunits. Surprisingly, the pattern
of hydrophilicity over the surface of these interfaces is quite variable.
Approximately one-third of the interfaces show a recognizable hydrophobic
core, with a single large, contiguous, hydrophobic patch surrounded by a ring of
intersubunit polar interactions. The remaining two-thirds of the proteins show a
varied mixture of small hydrophobic patches, polar interactions and water
molecules scattered over the entire interfacial area. Ten proteins in the survey
have intertwined interfaces formed by extensive interdigitation of the two
subunit chains. These interfaces are very hydrophobic and are associated with
proteins that require both stability and internal symmetry. 
Conclusions:  The archetypal protein interface, with a defined hydrophobic
core, is present in only a minority of the surveyed homodimeric proteins. Most
homodimeric proteins are stabilized by a combination of small hydrophobic
patches, polar interactions and a considerable number of bridging water
molecules. The presence or absence of a hydrophobic core within these
interfaces does not correlate with specific protein functions.
Introduction
Oligomeric proteins are the rule, rather than the excep-
tion. There appears to be a strong selection pressure for
the evolution of monomeric proteins into oligomeric com-
plexes, driven by benefits such as reduction of surface
area, increased stability and novel function through inter-
subunit communication [1,2].
Over the past ten years, several laboratories have under-
taken surveys of the growing structural database of
oligomeric proteins, attempting to define the general
structural principles of protein–protein interaction. On the
basis of three structures — insulin, trypsin-BPTI and
hemoglobin — Chothia and Janin [3] defined the basic
tenets: “Hydrophobicity is the major factor stabilizing
protein–protein association, while complementarity plays
a selective role in deciding which proteins may associate”.
These tenets have been repeatedly confirmed in analyses
of larger data sets [4–14]. These surveys, however, typi-
cally average structural features over a diverse set of
protein–protein interfaces, blurring information on how
individual interfaces solve the problem of structural
integrity and the diversity of these solutions. Statistical
surveys are excellent for quantifying the composition of
interfaces, for instance, Janin et al. [4] determined that the
relative percentages of polar versus apolar contacts are
fairly consistent over a large class of protein–protein inter-
faces, but they were unable to retain the more qualitative
information on the molecular context of the results, such
as whether the apolar fraction is present as a central
hydrophobic core or as a collection of smaller patches.
We have undertaken a visual survey of homodimeric
proteins available in the Brookhaven Protein Data Bank
[15]. This survey complements the available statistical
results, providing a touchstone with which to relate
statistical properties back to their physical basis in indiv-
idual structures. We have chosen a simple representa-
tion, easily reproduced in any structural laboratory,
which clearly presents the major structural features of
the protein–protein interface surface. We present a few
of the most informative examples here and the full
survey is on the World Wide Web, currently available at
http://www.scripps.edu/pub/goodsell/interface.
Results and discussion
The visual survey reveals a surprising diversity among
homodimeric interfaces. All but ten of the interfaces are
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formed between two globular subunits. About one-third of
these are the ‘classic’ interface, with a well-defined, water-
excluding, hydrophobic core and a ring of polar inter-
actions at the rim. The other two-thirds have mixed
hydrophilic character, with inter-subunit hydrogen bonds,
apolar patches and water molecules scattered over the
entire interface area. The remaining ten interfaces are
extensively interdigitated, and the entire dimeric complex
is reminiscent of a single monomeric protein. 
Hydrophobic cores
Miller [6], in a survey of 18 dimer and tetramer interfaces,
proposed a generalized interface structure, composed of
a central hydrophobic core surrounded by a hydrophilic
charged region. This hydrophobic core is reminiscent of
the cores formed at the center of individual folded
domains, with close-packed hydrophobic sidechains that
exclude water molecules. In the current survey, 43 of the
136 dimer interfaces have recognizable hydrophobic cores,
defined as a single, contiguous, hydrophobic patch cover-
ing a significant fraction of the interface, located at or near
the center and surrounded by polar interactions. 
Figure 1 shows two clear examples of interfaces with
hydrophobic cores: PKCI-1 (protein kinase c interacting
protein 1) and the Bence–Jones protein RHE. In PKCI-1
(Figure 1a), a b sheet is formed across the interface at the
bottom of the illustration (the line of alternating blue and
red hydrogen bonding groups) and the hydrophobic core is
formed by sidechains on the upper surface of the sheet (the
pale-colored patch above center in the interface). A protrud-
ing methionine residue, at the center of the core, just to the
left of the dimer axis, fits nicely into the prominent pocket
on the right side of the dimer axis. In RHE (Figure 1b), a b
barrel is formed upon association of the two subunits,
forming the hydrophobic core at its center. Note that in
both cases the core is not hydrated, but that a ring of water
molecules ties together the rim of the interface.
A quantitative method for the recognition and classifica-
tion of hydrophobic cores has been surprisingly elusive,
especially given that, in the current survey, they are quite
obvious in images of the interfaces. An automated method
is essential for quantitative evaluation of the energetic
consequences of the presence or absence of a core. On the
basis of the visual survey, we expect that ‘zone methods’
[5,9], which partition the interface into ring-shaped zones
around the center of the interfacial area, will not provide
an effective method for automatic recognition of inter-
faces with hydrophobic cores. The reason may be seen in
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Figure 1
Protein interfaces with hydrophobic cores.
Stereo pairs are shown for (a) PKCI-1
(protein kinase c interacting protein 1; PDB
code 1kpa) and (b) the Bence–Jones protein
RHE (2rhe). For each, one subunit of the
dimer is shown and the dimer axis is shown as
a vertical cyan line. The surface is colored by
the structural features of the interface.
Interface atoms are colored to highlight
hydrophobicity: carbon atoms in white; sulfur
atoms in yellow; hydrogen bonding oxygen
and nitrogen atoms in bright red and blue,
respectively; and non-hydrogen bonded
oxygen and nitrogen atoms in pale pink and
blue, respectively. Thus, bright colors indicate
hydrophilic interactions and pale colors
indicate hydrophobic regions. Interface waters
are shown as cyan spheres. Both interfaces
show a large, contiguous, hydrophobic core,
predominantly white and pale yellow,
surrounded by brightly colored polar
interactions and a ring of waters. Notice the
prominent intersubunit b -sheet interaction,
identified by the line of alternating blue and
red hydrogen bonding groups running
horizontally below center in PKCI-1.
Figure 1a; the PKCI-1 hydrophobic core is not centered
on the interface, so zone methods combine the core and
the prominent b sheet within each zone, yielding a spuri-
ous ‘mixed’ classification for the entire interface. Methods
that search for contiguous hydrophobic patches [12,16,17]
should provide a more accurate method for automatically
recognizing and classifying hydrophobic cores.
Interfaces without hydrophobic cores
The majority of interfaces in this survey do not have a
single hydrophobic core, but instead show many small
hydrophobic patches, mixed with intersubunit hydrogen
bonds and water molecules, all distributed across the face
of the interface. The scattered hydrophobic patches, each
composed of 1–3 amino acids, do not dominate the charac-
ter of the interface like the large, central, hydrophobic
cores discussed above. Figure 2a shows one of the largest
examples in the survey, adenylosuccinate synthetase. A
few hydrophobic interactions may be seen: at the top, a
phenylalanine and a tyrosine protruding near the dimer
axis interact at the inter-subunit interface, and an obvious
‘knob-and-pocket’ is seen near the bottom of this inter-
face, next to the dimer axis. But these hydrophobic inter-
actions never form a discrete core; they are interspersed
with intersubunit hydrogen bonds and water molecules.
Two additional examples — enolase (Figure 2b) and
Cu,Zn superoxide dismutase (Figure 2c) — show similar
‘patchy’ character.
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Figure 2
Interfaces without hydrophobic cores. Stereo
pairs are shown for (a) adenylosuccinate
synthetase (1ade), (b) enolase (4enl) and
(c) Cu,Zn superoxide dismutase (1xso). Polar
interactions, small hydrophobic patches and
water molecules are distributed evenly across
these interfaces. The interfaces are colored as
in Figure 1.
There is a wide range of character in these mixed inter-
faces. A few of the largest interfaces are almost entirely
hydrophilic, as in adenylosuccinate synthetase. Their
largest hydrophobic contacts are knob-and-pocket interac-
tions mediated by single residues. Other interfaces, such
as those found in the tRNA synthetases, are patchier with
more defined hydrophobic and polar patches composed of
4–6 neighboring residues. In some of the smallest mixed
interfaces, we might wonder what is actually holding the
dimer together. In superoxide dismutase, for example, two
hydrogen bonds, half a dozen hydrophobic contacts and a
few water molecules comprise the entire interface. 
Intertwined interfaces
A few oligomeric proteins have complex, convoluted inter-
faces, with extended arms, deep grooves or even loops that
entirely surround the neighboring chain. Ten proteins in
the survey, composed of two chains that interdigitate exten-
sively, show this type of intertwined interface: the met,
mnt, arc and trp repressors; the fis, HU and histone B
DNA-binding proteins; interleukin 5 and 10; and interferon
gamma (PDB accession codes 1cmb, 1mnt, 1par, 1tro, 1fia,
1hue, 1bfm, 1hul, 1ilk, and 1rfb, respectively). In these
examples, the two individual chains do not form two indi-
vidual globular domains, but instead, both chains together
form a single globular domain. Presumably, these dimers
adopt their structure in one step, with both chains folding
together directly into a stable dimer. Consistent with this
scenario, the interfaces of these intertwined dimers have
much in common with the interior of folded proteins. The
surfaces of contact are highly hydrophobic, similar to the
hydrophobic packing of sidechains inside folded domains,
and the secondary structure is reminiscent of the structure
of stable single chain domains. Interleukin 10 (Figure 3), for
instance, contains two a -helical bundles, each of which
include a helices provided by both chains, instead of the
more typical up-and-down bundle formed by a single chain. 
These structures may be examples of evolutionary domain
swapping. Domain swapping, as first described for diph-
theria toxin [18], occurs when one domain of a multi-
domain protein is replaced by the similar domain from a
second subunit [19]. Domain swapping is defined as bona
fide when the energetics of this exchange allow a signifi-
cant monomer–oligomer equilibrium [20]. Both monomers
and dimers of diphtheria toxin may be observed under
laboratory conditions. The diphtheria toxin interface is
consistent with this observation: it is predominantly polar
and extensively hydrated, so one might expect that the
transition form — the unfolded monomer — would not
provide an insurmountable barrier to the equilibrium
between monomers and dimers. The ten intertwined
interfaces in the current survey, however, differ from bona
fide domain-swapped dimers in two ways: firstly, they
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Figure 3
An intertwined interface. Stereo pairs are
shown for (a) the interface and (b) the chain
trace of interleukin 10 (1ilk). Interleukin 10 is
composed of two chains that interdigitate to
form two connected a -helical bundles. The
interface is very hydrophobic and highly
convoluted, covering a large fraction of the
total subunit surface. The interfaces are
colored as in Figure 1.
swap individual units of secondary structure, instead of
entire, discrete, domains, and secondly, the interface is
highly hydrophobic. Interleukin 10, shown in Figure 3,
displays these differences, swapping two helices between
its two a -helical bundles and forming an extensive,
hydrophobic, interface at the site of swapping. The evolu-
tionary genesis of the structure as a monomer is apparent
in the modern structure: looking at the chain trace in
Figure 3, one can easily imagine refolding the interleukin
10 dimer into two individual monomers, each with its own
a -helical bundle composed of a single chain, completely
yellow on the left and completely blue on the right.
A number of interfaces in the survey incorporate a smaller
amount of interdigitation, with a short terminal chain or
flexible loop forming a tight ‘handclasp’ with the neighbor-
ing subunit, but with the bulk of the interface formed
between two globular subunits. Citrate synthase, shown in
Figure 4, is an example. A well-defined hydrophobic core,
at the top of the figure, is formed by packing of a helices in
the two subunits. But at the bottom of the figure, a mobile
loop and the C terminus of the protein interdigitate to lock
the structure together. Another familiar example is found in
the retroviral proteases. The individual subunits each form
a discrete b barrel, stabilized by the packing of hydrophobic
sidechains, but the N and C termini form an interdigitated,
four-stranded, b sheet when the dimer interface forms. 
Water
The images in this survey vividly portray the extensive
hydration of protein–protein interfaces. The inclusion of
a large, water-repellent, core seems to be the exception
rather than the rule: most of the interfaces in the current
survey show water molecules scattered throughout the
interface area. Hubbard and Argos [21], in a survey of
cavities formed within interfaces, found that water-sized
cavities cover approximately 10% of a typical interface,
over half of which actually contain crystallographically-
observed waters. Surprisingly, most other surveys have
ignored the hydration of interfaces. 
Note that the quality of the water structure in the protein
structures available through the PDB varies considerably: in
crystallographic structures, the level of hydration will vary
due to resolution and the level and method of refinement;
in solution structures, water positions are not evaluated.
Many of the structures used for the current survey contain
very few or no defined water positions. For the figures in
this report, we have chosen structures containing extensive
water models to illustrate the major features of hydration.
Protein folding and oligomerization
The assumption driving the many surveys of protein inter-
faces is that the results may be used to understand and
predict the energetics of association of oligomeric proteins,
and to understand the folding pathway of oligomeric pro-
teins. The prospects for the evaluation of the stability of
oligomeric structures based on surveys of atomic structures
is promising. For instance, Xu et al. [14] have analyzed 21
protein complexes, including protease–inhibitor, antibody–
antigen and other heterologous associations, and developed
a model for predicting the free energy of binding. For these
associations, they find that both hydrophobic and electro-
static/hydrogen-bonding interactions are important for sta-
bility, opposing the general consensus that hydrophobic
contacts provide most of the stability to protein associations.
The current survey shows that this trend may also apply
to many stable homodimer interfaces, but underscores
the need for improved energetic models of hydrophobic
interaction. The common surface-area-based models [22]
suggest that large, continuous, hydrophobic cores yield
approximately the same stabilization as a collection of small
hydrophobic patches of similar total surface area. The valid-
ity of this assumption has not been tested, and will be
important when the energetic basis of stability of interfaces
with defined hydrophobic cores is compared and contrasted
with the energetics of interfaces that have many small
hydrophobic patches.
The assumption that the final folded structures of
oligomeric proteins reflect the major aspects of the protein
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Figure 4
Interface of citrate synthase. The citrate
synthase (1csh) interface mixes a large
hydrophobic core, seen in the upper portion
of the interface, with interlocking chains, in the
lower part of the figure. The interface is
colored as in Figure 1, and the substrate is
shown as a conventional spacefilling model at
the lower right of the figure with atoms in
standard colours.
folding pathway has yet to be definitively demonstrated.
On the basis of a survey of 355 protein interfaces, Tsai and
Nussinov [23], propose two pathways by which oligomeric
proteins can form: by a three-state process or by a two-
state process. Three-state complexes proceed from random
coil to folded monomers, which then associate to form
the oligomer, whereas in two-state complexes, the
subunit random coils fold directly into the mature
oligomer. Tsai and Nussinov classified individual com-
plexes as two- or three-state by looking for compact
domains within oligomeric protein structures; they found
three types of association. The most common class (65% of
the examples) includes complexes in which each subunit
forms a compact domain, but the interface is not particu-
larly compact. They postulate that these oligomers form by
the three-state process, forming stable monomers that then
associate into dimers. Given the highly polar nature of these
interfaces, and their extensive hydration, it is not unreason-
able to imagine the monomers free in solution. Secondly,
they found many cases (25% of the examples) in which
each of the subunits forms a compact domain, and the inter-
face itself also forms a recognizable compact domain, with
its own hydrophobic core. They classified these as two-state
complexes, because the extensive hydrophobic face of the
subunit would destabilize monomers. The final, and rarest,
class (7% of the examples) included dimers with two
compact domains, but with each domain including both
chains. These oligomers undoubtedly form through a two-
state process: the unusual looping structure of each subunit,
such as that of interleukin 10 described above, will form
only in the context of the dimer complex. 
The prevalence and character of these three classes corre-
spond closely to the qualitative distinctions we have made
in the visual survey. The first, and most prevalent, class of
proteins with compact subunits but less defined interfaces
correspond to the large group of interfaces (61% of inter-
faces surveyed) with mixed hydrophilic character, such as
the examples in Figure 2. The second class, with compact
subunits and interfaces that also mimic a compact domain,
correspond to interfaces with hydrophobic cores (32% of
our examples). RHE, described above, is a good example:
each subunit forms a stable b barrel and a third b barrel
between subunits is formed upon association. The third,
rarest, class correspond to the ten extensively interdigi-
tated interfaces in the current survey (7% of the surveyed
examples), including interleukin 10. 
Unfortunately, experimental work seeking to observe these
two- and three-state processes have not yielded such a clean
connection between final folded structure and folding
pathways. A general folding pathway might include many
steps: unfolded monomers collapse into molten globule
monomers, which isomerize to form structured monomers,
which associate into an inactive dimer, which finally isomer-
ize into the active dimer [24]. Many of these steps may not
be observed, if the transition to the next stage is suffi-
ciently fast. Several dimeric proteins have revealed three
long-lived states during denaturation–renaturation experi-
ments: unfolded monomers, molten globule monomers and
the native dimer. These include proteins with interfaces
that do not show a discrete hydrophobic core, such as brain-
derived neurotrophic factor [25], superoxide dismutase [26]
and ascorbate oxidase [27], as well as aspartate amino-
transferase [28], which showed two dissimilar non-native
monomeric states. Surprisingly, the arc repressor, seen in
the visual survey to have a highly interdigitated interface,
also showed a stable intermediate molten globule state [29].
This intermediate was compact but did not show native
structure. Formation of the dimer presumably involves a
complete refolding of the polypeptide chains. Evidence for
the slow isomerization of a non-native dimer into an active
native dimer has also been reported — phosphoglucose iso-
merase apparently denatures from the native dimer into a
partially unfolded dimer before completely dissociating into
unfolded monomers [30]. Thus, caution is warranted in the
use of native folded structures for the elucidation of folding
and association pathways.
Functional correlations
One might ask if the structural features observed in the
current survey correlate with particular functions of the
dimeric enzyme. The ten interdigitated interfaces show the
clearest structure–function relationship. Two types of pro-
teins show intertwined interfaces: extracellular cytokines
and some DNA-binding proteins, such as HU protein and
a -helical repressors proteins. The use of this type of inter-
face fulfills two functional needs of the protein: stability
and symmetry. The interlocked structure provides, in a
symmetrical dimer, the stability normally only available to
a monomeric protein.
The presence or absence of a hydrophobic core, however,
does not correlate with specific functions. The 43 proteins
with recognizable hydrophobic cores include enzymes,
DNA-binding proteins, toxins and receptors; the mixed
interfaces show a similar diversity of function, also includ-
ing examples of enzymes, DNA-binding proteins, toxins
and receptors. This survey underscores the need for a
quantitative study of the energetic or kinetic advantages
(or disadvantages) of an hydrophobic core interface. They
do not appear to be required for stability: two-thirds of the
homodimeric proteins surveyed here successfully perform
their functions without one.
Biological implications
Most soluble proteins are active as low-number oligomers.
In order to understand the function and stability of these
proteins, it is necessary to understand the structural
features of their interacting surfaces. Statistical surveys
have defined the predominant roles of hydrophobicity and
complementarity in the stability of protein interfaces.
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Statistical studies, because they average properties over
a large set of proteins, however, lose information about
the molecular context of these features. We have per-
formed a visual survey of 136 homodimeric proteins,
creating images that display the chemical and physical
character of individual protein–protein interfaces. These
images reveal the diverse methods used by homodimeric
proteins to achieve stability. Approximately one-third
of dimeric proteins in the survey contain a recogniz-
able hydrophobic core within their interface, matching
the widely accepted view that hydrophobic contacts
provide the major source of oligomer stability. 61% of
the interfaces surveyed, however, have a mixed inter-
face composed of smaller, evenly distributed, hydropho-
bic patches, interspersed with polar interactions and
buried water. Ten of the proteins surveyed are com-
posed of two chains that intertwine to form highly inter-
digitated interfaces. These proteins mediate functions
that require both symmetry and extra stability.
Materials and methods
Homodimers were chosen from the January 1996 release of the
Brookhaven Protein Data Bank [15]. In each case, the structure of
highest resolution was chosen. Of 136 structures, 48 were dimers
centered on crystallographic dimer axes and the full dimer was gener-
ated according to instructions provided in the file, or if this information
was missing or incorrect, by consulting the original research report. 
Interfaces were visualized in two steps. Firstly, a simple classification of
atoms into interface and non-interface groups was performed. The
interface was defined as the set of atoms that are closer than a full
water molecule diameter from the neighboring subunit, as defined by
R < RA + RB + (2 · Rwater)
in which RA and RB are the van der Waals radii of the protein atoms in
subunit A and B, respectively, and Rwater is the radius of the water,
chosen to be 1.5 Å. Secondly, this set of interface atoms was searched
for intersubunit hydrogen bonds, defined as a center-to-center distance
of less than 3.5 Å between appropriate pairs of atoms. Water mol-
ecules at the interface were retained if they were within 3.5 Å center-to-
center of atoms on both subunits.
The images were created using the surface calculation program MSMS
[31] and the molecular viewing facility mv102 within the AVS rendering
environment [32]. The solvent-excluded surface was colored according
to the classified atoms. A number of coloring schemes were tested.
The final color scheme, described in the caption to Figure 1, was
chosen for its ability to highlight the chemical and physical features of
the interface: bright colors show intersubunit polar interactions, and the
lighter interface atoms highlight hydrophobic patches and clarify the
global shape of the interface region. 
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